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Hollow Microcapillary Arrays in
Thin Plastic Films**
By Bart Hallmark, Malcolm R. Mackley*
and Francis Gadala-Maria
We have developed a plastic film that contains continuous
lengths of hollow microcapillary arrays within the film. The
resulting flexible film contains anisotropic voidage and offers
the potential for both improved performance and novel
application in a number of new areas. The manufacturing
process of these Microcapillary films (MCFs) is bounded by a
set of undesirable extrusion process instabilities, however
careful post-extrusion drawing of the film enables different
hole profiles to be achieved and multiple capillaries to be
manufactured with a diameter range of 30 to 300 mn. In terms
of properties, the optical transmission and mechanical characteristics of MCFs can have significantly different behaviour
to standard film or individual hollow fibres. Potential application areas for single sheet films include high-throughput
DNA screening, bioprocessing, micro-reactor technology,
photonics and heat-exchange. There is potential to laminate
the MCF films and the resulting monolith material would have
mechanical features corresponding to an anisotropic foam.
Plastic films are manufactured by extruding molten polymer through a slit or annular die and then subsequently
drawing the molten film to produce an even thickness
solidified sheet where the stretching of the film may induce
orientation in the final product.[1,2] Extruded polymer foam is
also produced from a profiled die, however in this case a
ªblowingº agent is included within the polymer.[3] This is
usually a volatile gas that within the high-pressure extruder is
dissolved in the polymer. When the polymer exits the die the
resulting pressure reduction causes the gas to come out of
solution forming nuclei and gas bubble growth within the
molten material to produce a foamed material. Both plastic film
and foam production are highly developed technologies with
an extensive scientific literature relating to both process and
product.[4]
There is also a well-established process technology to
produce micro-porous, single hollow capillaries that are used,
for example, in haemodialysis.[5,6] Arrays of single, non-porous,
microcapillaries have found extensive use in the field of DNA
electrophoresis.[7,8] Single-capillary, hollow fibres have been
manufactured since the early 1960s and various methods of
producing the internal capillary have been used; for example,
allowing the entrainment of gas by positioning a gas-entrainment assembly at the spinneret exit[9] and variations of these
techniques have allowed the manufacture of the micro-porous
hollow-fibres to be used in hñmodialysis.[10]
We have developed a method of producing a microcapillary
film (MCF) that has hybrid features of plastic films, plastic
foams and single hollow microcapillaries and consists of an
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array of hollow capillaries embedded within a thin plastic film.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the extrusion die that
was used to manufacture the MCFs.
Figure 2 shows different MCF sections that can be manufactured by manipulating the draw-ratio and the melt drawing
length. Figure 2(a) illustrates the form of a product for a melt
drawing length of 14 mm (about 70 % of the width of the die).
The shapes of the capillaries within the MCF are essentially
circular and, although a range of capillary diameters is present,
there is little significant variation in the form of the capillaries
across the section.
If the melt drawing length was held constant and the drawratio increased above 20, an extrusion instability known as
draw resonance was observed. Draw resonance is a periodic
instability where the width and the thickness of the film
oscillate in antiphase and is hence undesirable. Theoretical
analysis of the stability of constant-width, isothermal, Newtonian and viscoelastic films[2,11,12] has demonstrated the onset
of instability above a draw-ratio of 20.1 and that this instability
corresponds to the presence of a Hopf bifurcation. We have,
however, found that by decreasing the melt drawing length, it
is possible to obtain higher draws-ratios for viscoelastic films,
as demonstrated by others for different systems.[2,13]
Comparison between Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrates the
effect that decreasing the melt drawing length to 9 mm had,
whilst the draw-ratio was kept constant at 9. The circular form
of the capillaries, shown in Figure 2a, has changed substantially to form a profile of capillary shapes such that the central
capillaries in Figure 2b became elliptical. The capillaries at each
edge of the film, however, retain their near-circular form.
Figures 2b±d illustrate the effect that increasing the draw-ratio
(9, 20 and 51 respectively) had on the MCF whilst keeping a
constant melt drawing length (9 mm). The overall width and
thickness of the film decreased at different rates, thus forming a
smaller product with a larger external aspect-ratio (defined as
the overall film width divided by the overall film thickness).
Additionally, the profile of capillary shapes became more
exaggerated with the central, elliptical, capillaries becoming
more elongated along their major axis whilst the near-circular
capillaries at each edge of the MCF experienced less of an
elongation. The mean hydraulic diameter of each capillary,
however, decreased with draw-ratio and this effect is illustrated in Figure 3.
We believe the mechanism by which the hollow microcapillaries are formed in the flowing melt is related to a reduced
pressure immediately downstream of each hypodermic needle
tip. Stokes[14] analytically derived the change in pressure over
the surface of a sphere immersed in an infinite creeping flow of
Newtonian fluid and showed that the pressure at the sphere's
downstream surface could be significantly below the pressure
in the fluid at some point far away from the sphere. We believe a
related effect is responsible for the gas entrainment process that
produces microcapillaries in a thermoplastic melt. The gas
injector array forms obstructions in the polymer melt flow
within the extrusion die, and thus the tip of each injector
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experiences a pressure that is below the average melt pressure.
Since air is free to flow into the injector array from the external
environment, there exists a range of melt flow conditions and
injector array positions where gas entrainment within the
polymer melt is possible and a stable microcapillary can be
produced. This mechanism for entrainment is also supported
by the experimental observation that MCFs were not formed if
the injector was positioned too far upstream. Here, the reduced
pressure at the tip of the injectors would be above atmospheric
pressure and thus entrainment would not occur.
Photographs of the MCF shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
illustrate the flexible and optical characteristics of the film. The
linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) film is essentially flat
and has good optical and handling properties with no tube
collapse when the film is folded. Drawing the MCF provides an
effective way of further reducing the size of both the film and
each capillary, and this can be achieved in the solid state.
Furthermore, the neck' that is produced during cold drawing
provides a very convenient way of connecting the drawn MCF
to an external system. This effect is illustrated in Figure 4(c).
Liquids and gases can be passed through either individual, or
arrays of, microcapillaries. Initial experiments have shown that
the MCFs can withstand pressures of the order of 80 bar.
Additionally, light can be easily transmitted through the flat
faces of the film thereby enabling efficient optical microanalysis
of each individual microcapillary within the film. The
propagation of light through single hollow fibre microcapillaries normally creates difficulties due to the presence of
curvature at the outer surface.
MCFs have a broad range of potential applications relating
to the precise geometry of the microcapillaries and the low-cost
of manufacturing extended lengths with flexible thermoplastic
polymers. Potential application areas in the life sciences
include high-throughput screening, DNA sequencing, protein
separation and enhanced hñmodialysis. Additionally, in terms
of engineering applications, MCFs can be used to form the basis
of micro-fluidic devices. Such as micro reactors and as a microscale heat exchanger to allow heat exchange in space-critical
applications such as the cooling of microprocessors.
The MCF has certain foam like characteristics in that voidage
is introduced into the material. Unlike closed or open cell foam,
the MCF voidage is anisotropic within the material and this
could have beneficial properties. There is considerable scope
for laminating MCF films and this would enable lightweight
monolith materials to be formed that could, for example, have
a high impact resistance.

Experimental
The extrusion die shown in Figure 1 is attached to the end of a conventional
polymer extrusion line and consists of a die-land designed to change the
cylindrical geometry of the extruder to that of a slit 20 mm by 1.5 mm. Within the
die-land is an array of equally spaced hypodermic needles attached to a
cylindrical, hollow, tube that allows a connection to be made to the external
environment. The needles are supported in such a way that the exit of each needle
is near the die exit. In operation, the polymer flow-field that develops over the
needles causes air to be entrained naturally from the external environment into
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the polymer melt, thus forming hollow microcapillaries within the molten
polymer. After the polymer leaves the die, it passes through a quench bath whose
position relative to the die exit can be altered. The distance between the quench
bath and the die exit is termed the melt drawing length, L, and the ratio of the
haul-off velocity to the die-exit velocity, is termed the draw-ratio k. These can be
manipulated to control the shape and dimensions of the capillaries.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the MCF extrusion die highlighting L, the melt drawing
length.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the effect that systematic alteration of the draw-ratio and melt
drawing length had on the product with the injectors placed at the die exit. Draw-ratios
and melt drawing lengths were: (2(a)) k=9, L=14 mm (2(b)) k=9, L=9 mm (2(c)) k=20,
L=9 mm (2(d)) k=51, L=9 mm.
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Fig. 3. Plot of capillary mean hydraulic diameter versus draw-ratio for a single capillary
MCF.

Fig. 4. (a ± bottom left) Photograph of a length of MCF, (b - right) detail showing the
capillary structure and intersecting layers of the material, (c ± top left) detail showing the
cold-drawing behaviour of the material and the subsequent size reduction of the
capillaries.

